Gas 24”/28”
Burnisher
When you want 2,700 square
metres per hour straightline
burnishing, you can rely on
the legendary long life and
reliability of the Polivac Gas
24” Burnisher.

Best for:

Airports
Shopping centres
Supermarkets
Offices
Polished concrete
Schools

Recommended
surfaces:

Vinyl
Granite
Marble
Polished concrete
Terrazzo
Most ultrahard floors

The Polivac
Conservation Cycle
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Legendary
long life & reliability

Please see back for Features
and Technical Specifications.

Ultra manoeuvrable, ultra versatile
Gas 24”/28” makes
straightline maintenance a breeze
When you want to switch from 24"
polishing to 28" burnishing you can
do it all on the one machine with the
remarkable Gas 24" / 28".
The Gas 24" is readily changed to a 28"
configuration by replacing the head, pad,
pulleys and skirt. Its two units in one - no
need to have another machine to cover
the bigger jobs!
Designed specially for areas where speed
is critical, Gas 24”/28” delivers the high
productivity results you need.

Feature - packed
This machine has it all:

Key electric start ...fires up every time!

Smooth operation makes creating and
maintaining that ‘wet look’ shine easier
and faster than you thought possible.

Consistent, maximum floor contact is
achieved with the flexible pad holder. The
pad constantly follows the contours of the
floor surface, ensuring a smooth, dust-free
floor every time.

Ultra-reliable Honda or Kawasaki
V-Twin Power

Fully controllable clutch - eliminates
problems with marking the floor on 		
start-up

Technical
Specifications
MODEL

GAS 24” or GAS 28”

MOTOR

11.2 kw (15 hp) Honda or
12.68 kw (17 hp) Kawasaki 		
V-Twin

PAD SPEED	

2500 rpm

WEIGHT	

GAS 24” 110kg
GAS 28” 115kg

dRIVE	

Belt

Simply designed to be simply
reliable …and serviced faster

VACUUM

Single stage, active centrifugal
with metal impeller

The 60 cm base and belt drive system
makes for easy access to the belt, drive
pulley and vacuum inlet. Reduced labour
costs. Longer life.

bATTERY TYPE

12 volt, 20 amp hour, gel, sealed

GAS BOTTLE	

9 kg (Optional extra)

NOISE	

89 db

Adjustable contoured handle
with safety triggers

Start

Key electric

Proven Polivac 'Poliflow' single stage vac
system with heavy-duty metal impeller

FINISH	Industrial enamel and
powder-coated.
warranty	

The 17 horsepower Kawasaki motor or the
15 horsepower Honda ensures consistent
power delivery to the pads for an even,
patch-free finish.

Over 120 Distributors
in Australia, New Zealand
and worldwide

Ensures correct posture and reduced
fatigue. Smoother, more comfortable
operation, longer.

Your Authorised Polivac Distributor:

Every Polivac product is backed
by a national and international
network, so you can be confident
of service, repairs or parts supply
being turned around ...fast!

You can rely on Polivac’s legendary long life and reliability!

1 year on motor and parts

Increased productivity
through intelligent design
49 Henderson Street
North Melbourne, Victoria
AUSTRALIA 3051
Telephone: (613) 9329 0700
Fax: (613) 9329 7707
Email: polivac@polivac.com.au

www.polivac.com.au
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Contour-following system for an
even finish

